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Goals of the talk:

• Discuss opportunities to introduce 
students to mathematical modeling, 
especially with differential equations.

• Motivate the mathematics students 
see with engaging material.

• Highlight the importance of 
mathematical software and visual 
presentation.



Classes used (other than differential equations!):

• Calculus II, Calculus III (haven’t done Calculus I in 15+ years).

• Probability

• Operations Research

Simpler related problems done in other classes (discrete predator – prey for 
example in Mathematic of the Pandemic, a 100 and 300 level class).



Pre-requisites:

• Exponential function and its derivatives.

• Often do discrete systems first 
(predator – prey).

• Do not assume any historical knowledge!

Modified from Mathematics of Warfare by F. W. Lanchester















Most important step – setting up the model! 

Discuss why this is reasonable.

Discuss why tractable.

Ask about special case: Easy pairs (N, M)?









Plot of r(t) and b(t)                                                                                     b(t)2 / r(t)2





https://www.extrabyte.info/2019/01/24/palla-lanciata-da-un-giocatore-di-baseball/

https://www.extrabyte.info/2019/01/24/palla-lanciata-da-un-giocatore-di-baseball/


Always ask: Is this reasonable?

Look at extreme blue force 
amounts.



Always ask: Is this reasonable?

Look at extreme blue force 
amounts.

Vertical axis is the size of the blue force, horizontal is the time to wipe out one red unit.



Always ask: Is this reasonable?

Look at extreme blue force 
amounts.

Vertical axis is the time it takes to wipe out one red unit, horizontal is size of the blue force.



And if you labeled your axes, I could tell you how much better.                https://xkcd.com/833/

https://xkcd.com/833/


I admit this is an exaggeration, since I can think of at least three parties I was invited to while doing my degree, and I’m 
probably forgetting several more. https://xkcd.com/2355/

https://xkcd.com/2355/


Additional Questions:
Engage students in extending….
Did special case N = M.

Have b(t)2 – r(t)2 = constant. 

If a blue force of size B meets a superior red force of size 1, how should blue divide his 
forces and red's forces to maximize what he ends with? 

Blue goes to βB and (1-β)B to fight αR and (1-α) R. 

Assume βB > αR. 

The amount of blue remaining after the first battle is (β2 B2 - α2 R2)1/2. This force then 
meets the red force of size ((1 - α)2 R2 - (1 - β)2 B2)1/2.

Assumes that the red and blue forces are split in two, and no matter which battle ends first, 
the winning group waits till the other battle finishes before joining their comrades at arms! 
Ridiculous assumption, better model is battles go simultaneously, and as soon as one finishes 
the survivors join the other battle.







https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stochastic_differential_equation

Have students come up with models for other systems…..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stochastic_differential_equation


Thank you!
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